RESULTS FROM PHASE 2 ADVISORY TEAM EVALUATION OF MEETING #1 (JANUARY 17, 2018)

Percent Satisfied or strongly satisfied

Fig. 1: Evaluation of Jan. 17, 2018 by Phase 2 Advisory Team members (n=27)
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Fig. 2: How confident are you we will achieve our goal of drafting recommendations (n=27)
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Q3: IN WHAT WAYS COULD THE QUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY OF PHASE 2 ADVISORY TEAM BE IMPROVED?
[Have] more small-group discussion time. Cluster group tables farther apart or around a table. Rectangle shapes didn’t work
and loud voices from others was distracting
When we break out we need focused conversation since time is limited. Perhaps, specific questions to answer.
None
We need to further clarify the charge and get commitment from the group to staying on task. We have limited time
together.
Have the committees envision and then enact work to be accomplished in between meetings- given the compressed
timetable to accomplish the work. Maybe communication between the team leaders between meetings?
Selfishly, could we start a little earlier?
I honestly cannot think of one thing. I feel the Team was productive and moved along in a manner that is productive.
[Create] opportunities for members who are not assigned to a particular group to have input regarding their topic.
I have nothing to add.
Need more time to meet in groups to discuss the charge, look through materials, and make a recommendation.
We need coffee and tea all day. If the budget can't support it maybe the group would chip in. I know I would chip in.
Great job, not related to quality and productivity but an email or phone tree of members in the event that cancellation is
imminent this time of year due to weather
I don't have an opinion yet
Coffee!
I think being able to participate in close reads of the review material so that dialogue of ideas can go deeper towards
outcome that we seek
Due to the multiple resources that may need to be referenced during the discussions, it would be helpful if group facilitators
could be prepared in advance to provide an overview of the task and guide the group in how the resources are relevant so
that they enhance the group's discussions and provide some scaffolding in the progression of the tasks
You will laugh! Coffee on arrival possible
More time within small groups
I think we will need more time with our individual groups. I also believe each group must know the expectations of
what the "end product" should be. Clear and concise.
The only part where I got a little lost was in the small group meeting at the end of the day -- I wasn't sure what our specific task
was for that meeting, and the conversation felt a little free-form and not as purposeful as I would have liked
The whole meeting also seemed a little more rapid-fire than I would have liked. I wouldn't slow down too much, but perhaps
a little more time to offer a deeper explanation of ideas and for small group processing would be helpful. Ken brought forth

so many fantastic resources and protocols, but they were presented in such swift succession that I had a hard time absorbing
everything
For the second meeting get right to the work. (It was imp. to identify everyone on day 1.) But now we can dig in
I feel that the meeting was very efficient and effective. If we keep up with the same format, I believe we will be very
successful
I have no suggestions at this time
Stay focused on the task and use all of the time available to pursue it

Q4: WHAT HAS NOT BEEN MENTIONED HERE BUT SHOULD BE?
Lunch servings were too large. I’d have loved a salad but it was way too big
None
Sub group chairs need to be clear on task and ensure the group stays focused.
I hope to see the presence of some higher level folks from the dept. I understand that the Commissioner is busy, but a
presence of higher level folks, in my view, is important
When will we receive a summary, notes, from the meeting? Very pleased with your ability to communicate clearly and
leading us in consensus.
The extent to which the whole group will have input into the areas to which they were not assigned.
I got to thinking that some of the groups may want to work with/talk with some of the other groups.
I don't know
New York State has some reciprocity with other states regarding teaching certification. Does certification reciprocity for out
of state administrators exists and/or does our work inform or influence that decision
Thanks for a great job organizing the work
Room configuration: the arrangement should be modified so that everyone is facing the projector screens
Due to the inclement weather and the time constraints because of travel accommodations, the pacing of the group
discussions was a bit rushed. We may need additional time to recap the group tasks
Nothing.
[I] feel very honored to have been invited in to this group. I am learning not only from the content of the meeting, but from
watching Ken's facilitation of it, and from the opportunity to connect with other leaders across the state. Thank you for
inviting me
Nothing that I can think of
No problems - adequate coverage of issues

